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Everise Helps 
Innovative 
Companies 
Continuously 
Evolve
Everise supports connected 
device and innovative software
brands to scale unhindered 
throughout the product life cycle. 
Some of the products you use 
everyday are tested, protected, 
supported and sold by Everise.
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1. Customer Reviews
The majority of Americans use customer reviews to find product information while in the buying 

process. An effective tactic for product owners is to manage reviews. A strong community 

support team who can respond immediately to bad reviews and funnel them back into 

customer support and product development teams is essential. Showing customers that you 

are listening, and more importantly, reacting, is vital to building back trust.

2. Online Storefronts
The best eCommerce experience is immersive and informative - complete with detailed 

product information and one that is visually engaging. During the purchase experience, 

customers may still need help. Having a strong store support team who is able to not only 

help but upsell or cross-sell effectively is vital to adding value.

3. Fraud Detection
Bad actors take advantage of the high demand for popular connected devices when 

committing warranty and re-seller fraud, putting both the product maker and unsuspecting 

buyers at risk. The impact these fraudsters have is not trivial. In one case, our Everise Fraud 

Squad was able to stop a group of would-be criminals from inflicting $10-million in losses and 

keeping thousands of consumers from getting stuck with risky, unprotected hardware. 

4. Social Media Management  

5. Chat-Based Support
A live chat support system provides an immediate way to answer your customer’s questions 

and provide real-time support. This is significantly faster than sending an email to a support 

team. Additionally, live chat is a great way to connect with new and current customers, giving 

them the confidence they need to trust your product. 

In a competitive market, creating a near-perfect product experience is critical to building 
customer loyalty and trust. But creating a perfect experience is easier said than done. 

5 Ways to Build Digital Trust  

43%
of Americans 

use customers 
reviews for product 

information.

25%
Product sales 

conversion rates 
achieved for our 

partners.

$10m
saved by blocking 

just one fraud 
ring for one of our 

partners.

>98%
client assigned 

quality assurance 
rates on Everise 

content moderation

<12min
average social 

media response 
time.

Just as AI maximizes support options for your customers, Everise maximizes engagement 

options for our clients. We work to optimize both the effectiveness of our tools and the basis 

upon which they are priced -- with the satisfaction of all parties as our top priority. 
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Our omnichannel, data-led approach ensures that we continuously 
uncover concise, specific guidance to fix potential issues long before 
they happen by pre-empting a customer’s problem.  

Our PX Solutions

Proactive Support for Connected Consumers

Connected 
Health

Digital Media

Smart Home

Connected 
Consumer

Food Logistics

Online Communities 
and 

Marketplaces

Perfect SellProtect Support

+90% 
Average PX CSAT

98% Client-assigned 
quality assurance 
rating

• Tier 1-3 Tech Support
• Product Community 
   Moderation
• Remote Apple & 
   PC Product Helpdesk

25%
Product sales 
conversion rates

• Inbound product Sales
• eCommerce Store 
   Support
• Appointment Setting

• Content Moderation
• Social Media and 
  Customer Sentiment 
  Monitoring
• Fraud Detection 
  and Prevention

>$50million 
Annual client savings 
from PX solutions.

• Beta & Field Testing
• Systematic Insights® 
   Root Cause Analysis
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Everise helps digital media 
companies continuously 
evolve
In today’s crowded digital media space, even 
minor sources of user frustration open the door 
to competitors looking to steal market share.
 
Everise knows the importance of making even 
complex technical support an easy and brand-
affirming experience. We work to reduce friction 
and boost user satisfaction, helping clear the 
way toward mass adoption.  

Client:  Major digital media provider 

Case Study

Some partner successes

Challenge: To improve the customer experience by increasing rates of first contact 
resolution on hardware support requests.

Outcome:  Use of the Solution Center 
resources increased 700%, resulting in 
a sharp decrease in calls transferred 
and concomitant increase in first call 
resolution.

Digital telecom and home 
automation provider Hardware support

• 96% first contact resolution
• <1% abandon rate

Client What we do How we succeed

Stragety: Everise resolved to achieve a 
dramatic reduction in transfers to technical 
experts by giving all agents the training and 
tools they need to successfully resolve call 
types previously managed by multiple agents. 
Revised training courses with additional 
emphasis on Solution Center use were 
developed, upskilling all agents with the 
knowledge required to make full use 
of the tools.
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Case Study

Client: Leading smart home device and online retail company

Strategy: Supervisors were tasked with carrying out time-in-motion studies focusing on agents 
whose AHT exceeded the client goal. The outcome of the study was the identification of specific 
sources of inefficiency shared among the underperformers. A course of group and individualized 
training focusing on addressing these problem areas was designed and implemented.

Outcome:  AHT among the underperforming agents dropped considerably in four weeks, 
bringing the client-wide numbers from 16:50 minutes to 15:25 minutes – significantly exceeding 
the goal. This improved agent availability from 62% to 92%, which affected dropping abandoned 
call rates from 11% to 3%.These factors combined significantly boosted the quality of the customer 
experience at no additional cost to the client. 

Some successes of our partners

Smart home connectivity 
hardware builder

Product support • 92% agent availability
• <3% abandoned call rate

Product review response 
and moderation

• 24-minute average product 
   review response time

Leading ecommerce and 
connected device maker

Inbound sales • 22% conversion rate

Product support • 90% first contact resolution
• 9.4/10 CSAT

Everise helps Smart 
Home companies 
continuously evolve
At Everise we understand that as homes 
get smarter, we need to rise to meet these 
connected devices’ unique challenges. We 
have become experts in supporting Smart 
Home devices through Systematic Insights, 
omnichannel, and voice support. With our 
extensive knowledge of this industry, we ensure 
that we can help smart home device users, 
enabling them to take full advantage of all that 
smart homes offer. 

Client What we do How we succeed

Challenge: Everise sought to effciently improve the quality and quantity of agent interactions 
when resolving issues confronting less sophisticated users of this company’s advanced new 
technology. Specifcally, we sought to move average handle time (AHT) from nearly 17:00 
minutes to under 16:00, thereby improving agent availability.
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Case Study

Client: Connected home health device maker

Some successes of our partners

Smart home connectivity 
hardware builder

Product support • 92% agent availability
• <3% abandoned call rate

Product review response
and moderation

• 24-minute average product review 
   response time

Connected home health 
device maker

App support • 37% support cost savings from 
   transition to outsourcing

Hardware support • 99.8% service level compliance

Multinational Consumer
and Enterprise
Electronics Maker

Hardware support • 93.7% service level

Everise helps Connected 
Health companies 
continuously evolve 
Americans want to enjoy their golden years at 
home, not in a healthcare facility. Connected 
medical devices and other smart home 
technologies will make vibrant, independent 
senior living a possibility, but only if they are 
ably supported – with the unique needs of 
older users in mind. 

Everise is the market leader in omnichannel 
support for connected devices – covering all 
phases of the product lifecycle. 

Client What we do How we succeed

Challenge: The client tasked Everise with rapidly launching and scaling a pandemic-resilient 
support program melding customer and product support. Given the complex nature of the 
technology and time required to reach profciency, Everise would need to implement a 
phased approach to the outsourcing transition.

Strategy: Everise first recruited 35 home-based agents across the US, quickly training them on 
sales, order management and basic product support -- while more complex requests were 
routed to the client’s tenured, internal resources. Over the following months, Everise agents grew 
in quantity and product familiarity, eventually numbering over 200 spread across two continents
 and able to directly handle all but a very small number of customer needs 

Outcome: A year after transitioning to outsourcing with Everise, the client saw support quality 
scores increase by 15% while their support costs were reduced by 35%. That year, company 
revenues almost doubled.   
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Case Study

Client: High growth, international grocery delivery service

Challenge: With the pandemic, our client saw demand skyrocket with the majority of new 
users being unfamiliar with grocery delivery services and needing extra support for chat 
channels. Everise was asked to recruit, hire and train 1,200 home-based agents 
in a months’ time.

Strategy: Everise remotely recruited 1,200 agents, sending an army of technical and logistics 
experts to deliver 1,200 prepared workstations to agents. The client’s chat training curriculum 
was rapidly adapted for remote delivery and compressed to fit into just three days. 

Outcome: Everise delivered on the promise of adding 1,200 trained and equipped 
home-based workers to meet the client’s overwhelming demand within 30 days. 
On average, the team improved chat CSAT scores by 8.6% and by month five, reduced 
transfer rates to less than 1%. As a result, Everise is ranked as one of the client’s top 3 chat 
support partners.

Some successes of our partners

Multinational delivery 
and logistics leader

Shipper support • Internally developed, AI-powered 
  automation doubled agent efficiency

Escalations • 99.91% average service level compliance
• 0.08% abandon rate

Grocery delivery and 
pick-up service

App support for drivers, 
consumers and grocers. • 99% first contact issue resolution

Content review and moderation • 97.8% client-assigned accuracy rate

Shipper + carrier match
making app developer App support for shippers and carriers • 4.5/5.0 CSAT

Global mobile app-based 
ride-sharing, 
food delivery and 
logistics company

App support for drivers, passengers 
and food service providers • #1 ranked outsource provider

Roadside incident assistance • 99% first contact issue resolution

Everise helps logistics and 
food delivery companies 
continuously evolve  
At Everise, we established ourselves as logistics 
and food delivery customer experience leaders 
long before they became essential services. 

Our experience, in addition to strategic on-, 
near- and off-shore geographic distribution, 
empowers us to meet the quality and resiliency 
needs of clients experiencing rapid growth even 
during these complex times. 

Client What we do How we succeed
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